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Abstract—When software systems become more complex, it can be advantageous to partition their code into multiple, separate components. In this work, we examine how multiple smart contracts can be coupled to work together. When coupling smart contracts, different design approaches are possible with their own advantages and disadvantages. As an example, we couple two smart contract applications on the Ethereum blockchain: Palinodia and DecentID. Palinodia can be used to ensure the integrity of downloaded executable binaries by checking their hashes against the hashes stored in the blockchain. To make sure that not everyone can modify the data stored on the blockchain, an identity management system is required. This task is fulfilled by DecentID, which provides decentralized identities stored as smart contracts on the blockchain. We evaluate approaches of coupling these two applications and discuss their benefits and drawbacks for this use case.

Index Terms—smart contract, Ethereum, coupling, blockchain

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, smart contracts have found applications in many different fields. The currently most popular platform by market cap for such applications is Ethereum1. Similar to conventional software engineering, it has since become clear that not every application can or should be entirely self-contained and independent. A reason for this is that is particular to platforms like Ethereum is the fact that storage for both contract logic and data incurs immediate costs. Consequently, patterns such as library smart contracts or defined interfaces have been established. However, due to the speed at which this development environment evolves, consensus over such interoperability measures can lag behind the need for them.

One such opportunity for interoperability concerns identity management in access control applications. It would be rather costly and cumbersome for every application to deploy and maintain their own identity management. Additionally, it seems plausible that externally vetted, reusable and modular identity management solutions will emerge, not only to save costs but also to provide some resilience against Sybil attacks. However, a standardized contract interface for identity management systems has not been defined yet.

In this paper, we examine the case of two independently developed smart contract applications that originated from research projects: Palinodia [1], a role-based access control application to manage the publication and revocation of integrity-protecting information for software binaries; and DecentID [2], a modular, self-sovereign identity management system. We assume that both applications are deployed by the same user2, and should be modified to interact with each other. In the absence of a standardized interface, we explore how these smart contract applications can be coupled and examine how these solutions compare on various evaluation criteria.

In Section II, we present the projects Palinodia and DecentID, which our case study is based on. Afterwards, we examine how these two smart contract applications can be coupled in Section III. The advantages and disadvantages of the coupling approaches are evaluated in Section IV. After going over related work in Section V, we discuss our findings in Section VI and conclude in Section VII.

II. PALINODIA AND DECENTID

Palinodia [1] is a blockchain-based system to verify the integrity of downloaded binaries. Developers publish hashes of their binaries on Ethereum, ensuring that users can access and verify them before running the binaries. The identities of developers are currently maintained in a rudimentary identity management system internal to Palinodia. Consequently, these identities can only be used with Palinodia instances. To improve upon this state, the identity management system DecentID [2] should be coupled with Palinodia. It manages its identities on the blockchain, allowing Palinodia as well as other blockchain-based systems to use and rely on them.

A. Palinodia

The integrity of binaries is of paramount importance to the integrity and safety of systems that execute them. While centralized solutions for binary integrity protection exist, they require trust into and availability of a service provider. To avoid this single point of failure, Palinodia uses the Ethereum blockchain to allow software developers to store hashes of their published binaries in a self-sovereign way.

2Within our use case, the term “users” refers to software developers and maintainers using DecentID as their identity representation and Palinodia to establish and manage identities for their software. For the purposes of this work, end users are out of scope.
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For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that all Palinodia contracts employ the concept of a special root owner as a recovery mechanism of last resort. The associated private keys are meant to be stored offline for emergency cases only. This work mainly focuses on the identity management for normal day-to-day use.

From the use case, it should be clear that the usefulness of the information stored on the Ethereum blockchain is inherently tied to the corresponding access control. A binary hash representing an endorsement is only useful if the rightful party authored it. Consequently, identity management as a basis for access control is indispensable.

a) Software contract: For every software using Palinodia, one Software contract serves to establish its root identity. It is the central management for the software on the blockchain and stores references to BinaryHashStorage contracts. Additionally, developers for this software are registered in a linked IdentityManagement contract. Developers registered in this way can add and remove BinaryHashStorage contracts to convey or revoke the ability to distribute binaries of the software to the corresponding maintainers.

b) BinaryHashStorage contract: Multiple BinaryHashStorage contracts can be used for each software project to represent different software versions for different device types or operating systems, for example. Similar to the developers in the Software contract, a number of maintainers are registered in the respectively linked IdentityManagement contracts. Maintainers are able to add new binary hashes to the list stored in the BinaryHashStorage contract. When they do so, users of the software can verify the hash of the downloaded binary and ensure that the binary has not been modified by the distributing server. If a particular binary is no longer safe to use, e.g., because critical security bugs were found, its hash can be revoked, ensuring that future validations of the binary by the software user will fail.

c) IdentityManagement contract: Basically, the IdentityManagement contracts each store a list of Ethereum public keys. Each public key represents an authorized user in Palinodia. Depending on which contract the IdentityManagement contract is linked from, the users are authorized either as software developers or maintainers. In this paper, we present and evaluate two approaches to obviate IdentityManagement contracts in Palinodia and replace them with DecentID.

B. DecentID

For many services on the Internet, digital identities are needed. Management of these identities on the Internet is normally done by identity providers. These store all data linked to the identity of the user and can allow them to use the identity in different contexts. DecentID [2] is a decentralized identity management system based on Ethereum smart contracts. It leverages security guarantees provided by the underlying blockchain to create a trustworthy system, without relying on a centralized service provider. In the following, only the parts of DecentID relevant for this paper are described.

DecentID allows its users to create so-called shared identities by themselves. These identities are stored on Ethereum and consist of a smart contract, representing the identity itself, and a number of attributes augmenting the identity with additional information. For example, in combination with Palinodia, such an attribute could describe the identity as belonging to a developer of a certain software. Initially, the created identity and its attributes are only accessible to the user itself. However, the user is able to share the identity with other users, allowing them to read the attached attributes and attach further attributes as well.

Within DecentID, a user is represented by its Shared Identity Contract, a simplification of which is presented in Figure 2. Inside of the contract, the public key of an asymmetric key pair representing the user is stored. With this key pair the user can digitally sign data. In combination with the shared identity contract, this allows other users or services with access to the shared identity contract to verify the signature and make sure that it was actually signed by the creator of the shared identity contract. To make the identity useful, a list of arbitrary attributes can be attached to it. Since storing data within Ethereum is expensive, these attributes can also be stored externally and referenced by the smart contract. If a service is allowed to access a shared identity contract, the service can add further attributes to the shared identity as well. This way, the service can, e.g., grant the user permissions to use certain features of it.
III. COUPLING PALINODIA & DECENTID

When coupling two smart contracts, using a standardized interface is the preferable approach. However, such a contract interface has not yet been defined for identity management on the Ethereum blockchain. Until such an interface is defined, contract developers have to define their own interfaces while taking advantages and disadvantages of the possible approaches into consideration.

Our use case includes an access-control application and an identity management system, both of which are employed by the same user. As such, we are not concerned about users exploiting their own applications through a coupled contract. In our case, users have a vested interest in their application and their identity representation working together properly. We expand on this aspect further in the discussion.

Generally speaking, the property of smart contracts being immutable once deployed leads to a strong concept of precedence when it comes to coupling them together. The contract that is deployed first basically defines the interface to be used, and the contract application being deployed afterwards will either have to adhere to it or do without it. In the case that two contract applications are already deployed, the coupling has to be achieved through a newly deployed proxy contract that mediates between incompatible interfaces. In our case, since neither Palinodia nor DecentID are deployed in a practical environment, we can therefore examine these scenarios on equal ground.

In this case study, we exemplarily investigate four coupling approaches for Palinodia, as seen in Figure 3: Using the existing identity management integrated into Palinodia (i.e., no coupling); using a proxy to communicate with DecentID indirectly; modifying Palinodia contracts to work directly with DecentID; or modifying the contracts of DecentID to offer the functionality required by Palinodia. The second and third approaches are depicted in Figure 4 and are evaluated in the next section and compared to the first approach. As reasoned below, modifying DecentID is not evaluated. The code used for authorizing users in the evaluated approaches can be found in the appendix.

When DecentID is used to manage the identities, the permission to use Palinodia is stored as an attribute within a SharedIdentityContract. Which users are granted authorization and how to ensure that a pseudonymous blockchain identity really is controlled by a trustworthy user, is out of scope for this paper.

Fig. 3. Possible approaches for coupling Palinodia and DecentID based on their deployment status.

A. No Coupling

In its original design, Palinodia contains a rudimentary integrated identity management system. Its functionality is rather limited, since its sole functionality is to store a list of permitted public keys. No further data can be assigned to the registered public keys, and using the “identities” in other contexts is not a design goal. As such, it presents the most efficient option to provide the identity service required for Palinodia, but the identities are not available to be used for other purposes, making it inefficient in a multi-application context.

B. Using a Proxy Contract

If both contracts are already deployed or are not supposed to be modified, a proxy contract can be used. The interface of the proxy contract offers the same functions as the integrated identity management of Palinodia, but instead of implementing the functionality itself, it calls the functions of an external identity management system to achieve the necessary functionality. If required, multiple function calls can be executed by the proxy contract to fulfill a request, and manipulating the format of the data before passing them on is possible as well. As such, a proxy contract could be used as a solution if the other contracts cannot be modified. Through different proxy contracts, Palinodia could be coupled with different identity management systems, as long as they support the desired functionality in some way.

It is worthwhile to note an unfortunate naming collision between the Ethereum smart contract community and conventional software engineers: What we call a proxy contract corresponds to the adapter pattern as described by the gang of four [3] whereas their proxy pattern would not be useful in a smart contract environment due to cost constraints. In a sense, established knowledge in software engineering comes into conflict with the new constraints and challenges of blockchains and smart contracts. As the capabilities of blockchains and the complexity of smart contracts grow over time, more and more conventional software engineering patterns will likely become relevant or applicable.
C. Modifying Palinodia

To use another identity management system, e.g., DecentID, with Palinodia directly, modifications are required. In most cases, the function calls Palinodia needs to execute as part of an access control decision are not the same as the function calls the identity management system supports. For example, Palinodia expects from its identity management system to support the function `checkIdentity(address _addr) returns (bool)`. Without the additional domain knowledge that the identity management system only maintains identities of permitted software developers, the expected functionality of this function is unclear. Thus, it is not a useful function interface for a general purpose identity management system, where identities for multiple purposes are maintained. Especially when the identity management system has already been deployed, its interface can no longer be modified. Consequently, Palinodia has to be modified to call the more generalized functions offered by the identity management system.

D. Modifying DecentID

Another approach would be to modify the identity management system instead of modifying Palinodia. One use case of this approach would be if Palinodia would have already been deployed and the identity management system could still be tailored to match. However, this would result in application-specific code to be integrated into the identity management system. In our case, specific functions that check whether a user is a developer or a maintainer would have to be added. These functions would not be useful for other applications but would clutter its function interface and increase the deployment costs for these contracts. Additionally, this approach is not possible when coupling Palinodia and DecentID: DecentID uses one shared identity contract per user, while Palinodia’s contracts store the contract address of a single contract that manages all permitted identities. Consequently, this approach is not evaluated in this case study.

IV. Evaluation

In the following, the design approaches described in Section III are evaluated. We implemented two design approaches for coupling Palinodia and DecentID, and are evaluating the respective influence of these approaches as well as of the integrated identity management system on the following criteria:

- **Security dependency** Calling functions on other contracts can introduce new vulnerabilities, even when the calling contract itself can be considered secure.
- **Cost** Induced financial costs, which can be divided into deployment and operational costs of additional code.
- **Implementation** While reducing the implementation effort by using existing contracts, coupling them also requires additional code to be written.
- **Interoperability** When coupling contracts, an interface should be designed that can be used with other contracts as well.

A. Security dependency

In general, the properties of the blockchain ensure that a smart contract is executed as written. Therefore it is crucial to ensure that contracts are correct and secure before deploying them to the blockchain. However, every increase in complexity bears the risk of introducing vulnerabilities. As with conventional software engineering, simpler solutions for coupling smart contract applications are desirable.

To call another contract, its address has to be known. One variant is that the address of the called contract is stored in the calling contract itself, either already added in the source code, at deployment, or later on by a specific setter method. The other variant is that the address is given to the contract as a function parameter specifically for that execution of the function. This corresponds to the dependency injection pattern in conventional software engineering: external code is provided to a function as a requirement to execute its functionality. Where and by whom the address is provided has a significant influence on the security of the system.

The manner in which the address of the identity management system is stored in our case study depends on the design approach. When Palinodia uses its integrated identity management system, the address of the used contract is set when deploying Palinodia but can also be reset by authorized users at a later time. Since the integrated identity management system is only a list of permitted public keys, this is sufficient. Consequently, no security vulnerabilities can be introduced by a user provided contract address.

When coupling with DecentID directly, i.e., modifying Palinodia, the address of the used shared identity contract is provided on calling a function of Palinodia, since each user is expected to use their own contract. The Solidity language offers the ability to retrieve the hash value of the smart contract code residing at an address. This way, it can be checked that a valid shared identity contract resides at the called address. Afterwards, it is checked that the owner of the shared identity contract is the caller of the function. This way, the DecentID identities created by different users can be used to access Palinodia while it is still ensured that the contract at the given address behaves as expected and the data returned by it can be trusted.

When using a proxy contract, the address of the shared identity contract is looked up by using the address of the function caller, based on a previously registered mapping in the proxy contract. Palinodia was not supposed to be modified when using a proxy contract, so the address of the shared identity contract could not be passed along to the proxy contract as a function parameter. Still, the hash value of the provided contract address can be checked the same as with direct coupling.

B. Costs

“Cost” in this section refers to the gas costs of deploying and executing contracts on the Ethereum blockchain. A simple scenario has been selected for the evaluation: The necessary contracts of Palinodia are deployed, two users are
created and authorized (one developer and one maintainer), and their authorization is verified. The last step, verifying their authorization, can happen several times over the lifetime of a Palinodia instance, while the other steps are comparatively rare. Whenever a new software version is published, the maintainer needs to publish new hashes, and possibly revoke old hashes, stored within the smart contracts of Palinodia. Before they are permitted to do so, the authorization of the users is checked by the smart contracts. Contrary to that, the creation of the smart contracts for Palinodia is only done once per software identity that should be managed with Palinodia. Similarly, each developer or maintainer using Palinodia only has to create a single DecentID identity for using the system. However, deploying smart contracts to the blockchain incurs much higher gas costs than executing code.

Checking the authorization of users happens each time a user wants to manipulate the state of Palinodia, e.g., to add a new binary hash. As such, these costs appear many times per participating user and should therefore be reduced as much as possible.

- **Successful identity check** A successful identity check is a requirement for manipulating the state of Palinodia. For the integrated identity management system, the check only requires determining whether the public key in question is registered in a list in the smart contract. When DecentID is used, a shared identity controlled by this public key is required which must have an attribute confirming the authorization.

- **Failed identity check** These costs occur when the authorization fails, e.g., due to providing wrong parameters or not being authorized. When trying to authorize a new user an identity check is executed first, which has to fail for the user to become authorized (to avoid duplicated authorization). In our case, this is slightly cheaper when using the proxy compared to the direct coupling, since the previous registration of users in the proxy allows faster negative authorization decisions.

**Complete setups:** The previous measurements regard the costs for each action separately. Based on these measurements, the deployment costs of complete Palinodia setups have been calculated. Included is the deployment of two contracts for Palinodia (one software and one binary hash storage contract), the contracts for the identity management system (either the integrated one or the proxy) and the contracts for the DecentID identities.

As can be seen in Figure 6, the costs for the integrated system are only slowly growing since authorizing another user only requires adding them to a list. When DecentID is used, the costs are mostly linked to the creation of the identities if they need to be created for the users. As seen in the columns regarding “existing users”, if the shared identity contracts already exist and the authorization is added to them, the costs are drastically reduced. When modifying Palinodia, the costs are even lower than those of the integrated system.
C. Implementation

Depending on how many contracts have to be modified, the implementation effort varies. If only the source or the destination contract has to be modified, less work is required than if both contracts have to be modified. On first glance, creating a proxy contract requires more work than modifying existing contracts. However, the additional work required is relatively small since the largest part, the modification between the non-fitting interfaces, has to be done for all approaches.

When modifying Palinodia to work with DecentID, part of the functionality of the integrated identity management system had to be moved to Palinodia itself. Specifically, the mapping between roles in Palinodia and the generic attribute storage in DecentID has to be implemented. Additionally, the code had to be extended to interact with the more complicated data storage provided by DecentID. When implementing the proxy contract in our use case, more work had to be done instead of simply moving the adapting code from Palinodia to the proxy contract. Since the code of Palinodia was not supposed to be modified, state had to be held within the proxy contract to link the caller addresses forwarded by Palinodia to the shared identity contracts used by DecentID.

D. Interoperability

Considering the aforementioned costs for deploying additional contracts, it is desirable for a coupling solution to be reusable and flexible. Similarly, any changes to contracts should serve to increase options for users and not sacrifice one option for another.

In the original design of Palinodia, the identity management contract contains a specific function that checks the authorization for a given address. This is the minimal interface required for Palinodia’s authorization check, but requires support of the identity management system for the specifics of Palinodia. Contrary to that, DecentID only offers generic access to stored attributes. In the design approaches of our case study Palinodia, respective the proxy contract, had to be modified to support this generic interface. While this requires a modification of the smart contract, it results in a more generic interface between the contracts that could also be used for interacting with other identity management systems.

E. Summary

The results of the evaluation are depicted in Figure 7. As can be seen, an ideal approach for coupling does not exist, each approach comes with its own advantages and disadvantages with regard to our evaluation criteria. However, we also observed that the outcome of our evaluation strongly depends on the specific use case and the implementation used. As such, the same evaluation criteria applied to other contracts would most likely lead to a different assessment.

V. RELATED WORK

Similar to traditional software engineering, design patterns have been developed for smart contracts. Those are supposed to address frequent design problems or security vulnerabilities by using established approaches. Also, patterns for interacting with external data sources are considered. Some design patterns for Ethereum smart contract are listed, categorized and described in [4], [5]. However, these patterns only deal with designing single smart contracts.

Only few design patterns deal with the interactions between multiple contracts. One such design pattern mentioned in [6] is the Contract Mediator, which, similar to the proxy contract used in our evaluation, is used to avoid tight coupling between interacting contracts. Since the interactions are mostly application specific, most patterns for coupling only deal with certain problems, e.g., the secure transfer of Ether between contracts or accounts.

A standardized smart contract interface designed for a specific use case is described in EIP-20 [7]. There, an interface is specified that can be used to implement a standard compliant token on the Ethereum blockchain. To the best of our knowledge, a similar EIP for identity management does not exist yet. A number of drafts exist [8]–[10], which are proposing different interfaces for identity management systems, each with different goals and shortcomings. It remains to be seen whether one of these or another approach becomes a standard.

Unrelated to blockchains, decentralized identifiers (DIDs) are an emerging standard to allow users to maintain self-sovereign identities [11]. Basically, a user creates a DID document which collects attributes describing them, e.g., public keys to authenticate the user. The idea is that the user keeps control of their identity and can prove ownership of it without relying on third parties. For identities on Ethereum, the public key of a key pair can be used for both identification and authentication, and can be augmented further with additional data stored in smart contracts. As such, DecentID identities are similar to DID documents.

VI. DISCUSSION

While smart contract capable blockchains like Ethereum present a unique environment for designing and deploying applications due to their inherent cost structure, our case study shows that some conventional software engineering paradigms regarding modular designs and reusable components still hold. In our case study, identity management neatly demonstrates that individual, custom built solutions to common problems
may be efficient in a per application sense, but extending one’s view to include multiple applications that could reuse these solutions shows their downsides. Since neither Palinodia nor DecentID are currently in practical use, modifying the former to best work with the latter is the preferable option in our case. Ideally, if a common interface for identity management on Ethereum would exist, both applications should be adjusted to adhere to it in order to provide the greatest amount of convenience and flexibility to users while keeping operational costs minimal.

In the meantime, proxy contracts appear to be a viable stopgap solution with certain advantages and drawbacks to consider. Their biggest strength is that they can be used to couple two already deployed applications. The downsides to this broad applicability are their additional deployment and execution costs as well as their lack of flexibility. In our case, the proxy contract between Palinodia and DecentID has to keep a mapping from the calling address to the target shared identity contract. As such, multiple instances of the same proxy contract would have to be deployed for different Palinodia instances. This mapping is a critical component in the access control mechanism of the application in question. For that reason, developers or maintainers of distinct Palinodia instances are not likely to trust each other with the management of multi-tenant proxy contracts.

With proxy contracts in mind, smart contract application developers could adapt their designs such that stateless proxy contracts could be used. In this case, one proxy contract could serve to couple multiple instances of applications and identity management systems together, thus greatly amortizing deployment costs. This could be a very cost efficient and flexible approach in case no dominant identity management interface emerges.

As mentioned previously, our case study presents a rather simple case where both the application and identity management are under the control of the same user, who consequently has a vested interest in the coupling working correctly. This basic assumption simplifies the coupling in certain ways. For example, on the side of Palinodia, the smart contract does not have to check whether or not a compatible identity management contract is actually deployed at the supplied address, since the user should have already taken care of that beforehand. However, if the application is autonomous, like the notoriously attacked DAO contract, or under the control of a separate party, security becomes paramount. A malicious user could attempt to attack the application through a coupling with a deliberately crafted identity management contract to steal funds or gain control of the application.

Ultimately, we can only echo the competing advances in the Ethereum ecosystem [8]–[10] to agree on a well-defined interface that both applications and identity management solutions can support. Such an interface would offer the greatest amount of efficiency, flexibility, and user convenience in addition to long-term stability.

While we focus on a very particular coupling issue with smart contracts, the problem generalizes in at least two ways: Coupling two or more smart contract applications will likely become relevant in contexts other than identity management and access control. Similarly, other challenges that have already been tackled and solved in conventional software engineering [3] will have to be solved again in the environment of blockchain systems with their cost structures and other limitations.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we examined the problem of coupling a smart contract application with an appropriate identity management system in a case study. This is a problem that is most likely going to become increasingly relevant as smart contract applications grow in number and complexity and the demand for more versatile, robust, and convenient identity management solutions increases. From our case study, one can draw insights for designing both future applications and identity management systems with coupling as a priority rather than an afterthought. We showed that proxy contracts can serve as a stopgap solution until a common interface is defined and broadly adopted. It will be interesting to see how the tendency to define comprehensive and broad common interfaces clashes with the cost structure of Ethereum, where unnecessary code to satisfy an interface causes higher deployment costs.
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In the following, code segments relevant for authorization checks are displayed for the three approaches evaluated in this paper. Reasoning why these approaches have been selected can be found in Section III.

A. No coupling

```solidity
function checkIdentity(address _addr)
public view returns (bool)
{
    return arr_ids[map_ids[_addr]].array_index == _addr;
}
```

Fig. 8. Code in Palinodia’s IdentityManagement contract used to check the authorization of users.

In the original implementation of Palinodia, as displayed in Figure 8, a special IdentityManagement contract was used for maintaining a list of authorized users. The array `arr_ids` contains a list of all authorized public keys, while the map `map_ids` maps the public keys to an array index as well as potentially to other small attributes. During an authorization check, the given public key is looked up in the map to retrieve the array index. If the array contains the given key at the retrieved index, the user is authorized to perform actions within Palinodia. If the index stored in the map does not point to a matching array entry, e.g., because the entry in the array was removed, the authorization fails.

B. Proxy Contract

The code used within the proxy contract is displayed in Figure 9. Since Palinodia was not supposed to be modified for usage of the proxy, the first action is to retrieve the address of the SharedIdentityContract that has been linked to the public key beforehand. Afterwards, it is checked whether the creator of the SharedIdentityContract is the given public key. This protects against attacks where a random public key is registered with an authorized identity contract to gain access to Palinodia. For a successful authorization, the administrator of the proxy contract and Palinodia (stored in `admin`) needs to grant an attribute to the user, which uses the address of the calling Palinodia contract (available in `msg.sender`) as a key. If such an attribute exists and contains the right value (configurable depending on whether developer or maintainer access is required, stored in `role`), the authorization succeeds.

C. Modifying Palinodia

```solidity
function checkIdentity(SharedIdentityContract sic, address sender)
internal view returns (bool)
{
    if (getContractHash(address(sic)) != sic.getCreator() != sender)
    return false;

    bytes memory attr = sic.getAttribute(
        sic_root.ownerAddr(0),
        addressToHexString(address(this)))
    return attr.length == 1 && attr[0] == byte(0x02);
}
```

Fig. 10. Added code in Palinodia (BinaryHashStorage and Software contracts) for checking authorization with DecentID.

When modifying Palinodia to work with DecentID (as displayed in Figure 10), the address of the SharedIdentityContract is passed as an additional parameter. At first, the hash of the contract code stored at the passed address is retrieved. This hash is compared to the known hash of a SharedIdentityContract registered within Palinodia by its administrator. If the hashes match, the passed address really belongs to a SharedIdentityContract and the required behavior can be expected from the contract. The following authorization check is equivalent to using the proxy.